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Recipe for a Better Book Club
When cookbooks are the focus, the benefits of membership are tangible (and tasty)
By SO PHIE BRICKMAN

Nicole Franzen for The Wall Street Journal

MEMBERS ONLY | Potluck spread prepared for a cookbook club meeting at the home of Melissa Oaks.

UNTIL RECENTLY, my experience of book clubs was limited to one for which I read Orhan
Pamuk's "My Name is Red," a tale of Ottoman miniaturists. The other members failed to read it,
leaving me with an incommunicable wealth of knowledge about wee Turkish paintings. It wasn't
a complete bust, though: At least our host laid out a nice spread of snacks.
While eating inadvertently becomes the focus of many book clubs, there are also those founded
with precisely that in mind. Cookbook clubs tend to function like structured, recurring potlucks.
Everyone contributes a dish from a title agreed upon in advance; some members buy the book,
others check it out of the library, still others get scanned pages via email from fellow members.
Between meetings, groups stay connected through social media as they try out recipes. Among
those used to documenting and sharing (in the Facebook sense) most every meal, it's the logical
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extension of the Internet-enabled foodie zeitgeist—only with a crucial face-to-face component.
Through a friend I connected with Steven Wade, 27, a
recent graduate of New York University's Food Studies
masters program who started a cookbook club last
year. "We responded to a need within our group of
friends who wanted to cook more, but were unsure
how to begin," Mr. Wade said. They agreed to share
recipe results on an invite-only Facebook group.
Prior to the next meeting, focused on "Edible
Brooklyn: The Cookbook" (Sterling Epicure, 2011), I
logged on to the group's page and found evidence of
feverish cooking. "Tried the steamed buns with
Chinese sausage," wrote novice cook Chris Fay, under a
photo of deflated dough. "A LOT of work, not a lot of
payoff." I cooked dinner from the book—kale salad and
clams with chorizo—and photographed it. Two people
"liked" my photos, and the dinner was great.
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Leek salad with grilled haloumi cheese and rye
berries
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The book of the evening, 'Ancient Grains for
Modern Meals,' by Maria Speck.
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Slicing into an artichokerosemary tart with
polenta crust.

The meeting, at the Bronx apartment of member
Michael Roberts, was like a college seminar, except
with sangria. Mr. Wade suspected, based on his results,
that the zucchini cake recipe mistakenly called for
baking soda instead of baking powder, while Mr. Fay
reported he'd gained confidence. "I'm teaching myself
how not to be scared in the kitchen," he said. Mr. Wade
beamed.
Before departing, the group discussed what title to
tackle next. One contender was Yotam Ottolenghi's
vegetarian collection "Plenty" (Chronicle, 2011), which
appears to be the cookbook-club flavor of the moment:
Every group I interviewed had either cooked from it or
put it on their short list. I asked Anne E. McBride,
culinary program director and editorial director for
Strategic Initiatives at the Culinary Institute of
America, what might account for the book's popularity.
"It's not, 'Let's eat vegetables because it's good for us,' "
she replied, "but 'Let's make flavorful vegetables
dishes.' It's a challenge a club can get behind." She
believes the proliferation of these clubs reflects larger
dining trends. "The millennials are eating out like
never before," Ms. McBride said, "more as a hobby.
Now they're going out and they're cooking."
Daniela Gerson, a journalist (and the daughter of
cookbook author Joan Nathan), started a club in Los
Angeles in 2011. "It was partly to create community,
partly that I don't cook that often but like cooking for
other people when I do," she said. In her group, the
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host chooses the book and sends out a spreadsheet of
recipes that members sign up to prepare. "We're very
digital," Ms. Gerson said. A recent selection, "The
Homesick Texan," kept them stateside, but they often
favor farther-flung fare. "You go to the Indian market,
the Armenian market, the Filipino market," she said.
"My apartment's full of ingredients I used once. But it
gets me cooking new things."
Nicole Franzen for The Wall Street Journal

Members dine and discuss.
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I attended another club meeting, organized by Melissa
Oaks, a tax lawyer. The book was "Ancient Grains for
Modern Meals," by Maria Speck (Ten Speed Press,
2011). I arrived at Ms. Oaks's Upper West Side
apartment toting a quinoa salad, and was met with a
veritable Cézanne painting—a colorful mélange of rye
berries, trout cakes on a slate board, a photo-ready
dark chocolate tart. (The group boasts a high
proportion of art history students.) There was no
formal discussion, largely because all the dishes were
deemed successes. When the results are less than
stellar, I was told, people have more to say.
As the meeting wound down, I headed home with a few
killer recipes in my pocket and the determination to
start a cookbook club of my own. Not bad for a Sunday
evening.

Dark chocolate tart

The Reviews Are In
Clubs tested recipes, shared results online and met up to taste the fruits of their labors. Below,
the dishes that killed.
The Cookbook: "Ancient Grains for Modern Meals,"
by Maria Speck (Ten Speed Press)
Crowd Favorites: Lamb stew with wheat berries in
red wine sauce; dark chocolate truffle tart with
walnuts; leek salad with grilled haloumi cheese and rye
berries
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'Ancient Grains for Modern Meals,' by Maria
Speck
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The Cookbook: "Edible Brooklyn: The Cookbook," by
Rachel Wharton (Sterling Epicure)
Crowd Favorites: Green chili with braised pork,
crème fraîche and feta; Sunday short ribs in cider and
tomatoes; egg noodles with creamy red cabbage and
sweet corn
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'Edible Brooklyn: The Cookbook,' by Rachel
Wharton

The Cookbook: "The Homesick Texan Cookbook," by
Lisa Fain(Hyperion)
Crowd Favorites: Empanadas, both the pumpkin and
the chorizo varieties; tomato cobbler; cheese
enchiladas with chile con carne
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'The Homesick Texan Cookbook,' by Lisa Fain
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